
Week 2 - Adam and Eve 
Hello. Can you remember the story we looked at last time? 

It was the story of creation and the amazing things God made. Can you 
remember something God made in the story?  Have a think about some of the 
pictures we found and stuck to the world.  This week we are looking at what 
happened next in the bible.  It’s the story of Adam and Eve, which tells us 
about when something bad happened to spoil what God had made 

Adam and Eve -     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PBpCA2nxG8  

                                                               Beginning at the Adam and Eve Story 2:17 to the end 

Praise time:   Lets sing and dance together 

 My Lighthouse https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaW_4MWSE6I  

I am special, loved, accepted and forgiven  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O72j8Cc1XG8    

and make sure you create some great dance moves to this one! 

Sorry prayers. 

Resources: Paint pads made with water based paint and kitchen sponge, apple 
outlines, soap and water! 

Put your fingers on to the paint so that they are covered in ink.  Make finger- 
prints on the apple outline, saying sorry to God for a naughty choice you have 
made.  Look at your hands.  Notice that they are dirty.  Now give 
them a really good wash.  This reminds us that when we say sorry 
to God, He washes all of the wrong things away, and there are no 
marks left because we have been forgiven. 

Now place your hand on a plain piece of paper and draw around it. 

On it write Thank you God that you love me so much.   

Then cut around the outline carefully.  

During this time and for very different reasons we are all having to wash our 
hands a lot aren’t we?  Lets make it an opportunity to remember just how 
much we are loved. 

Colour in the picture of Adam and Eve in the garden and put into your bible 
book, with your hand prayer. 

Resources: white plates, cardboard for trunk, glue-stick, 
green pencils or crayons, scissors and apple templates to 
cut out 

Stick the top of the tree and the trunk together.  Colour 
in the top of the tree and stick on apples.  

Thank  
you 
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